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ORDER STRUCTURE ON CERTAIN CLASSES OF IDEALS IN
GROUP ALGEBRAS AND AMENABILITY

Y U J I TAKAHASHI

Let G be a separable, locally compact group and let J&(G) be the set of all closed left
ideals in L1 (G) which have the form J^ = {f — f * p : f € L1 (G)} for some discrete
probability measure fj.. It is shown that if Jd{G) has a unique maximal element with
respect to the order structure by set inclusion, then G is amenable. This answers a
problem of G.A. Willis. We also examine cardinal numbers of the sets of maximal
elements in Jd{G) for nonamenable groups.

Let G be a locally compact group, and let Ll(G) and M(G) be the group and the
measure algebras on G, respectively. As usual, we shall identify Ll(G) with the ideal
of M(G) consisting of measures which are absolutely continuous with respect to left
Haar measure. Let PM(G) denote the set of probability measures in M(G). For each
H € PM(G), define

and
J(G)={Jll:n€PM(G)}.

Then J^ is a closed left ideal in Ll(G) and J{G) is partially ordered by set inclusion.
We also consider two classes of ordered subsets Ja(G) and Jd{G) of J{G) defined by

and

where PMa(G) and PMd(G) denote respectively the sets of absolutely continuous and
discrete probability measures in M(G).

Willis [9, Theorem 1.2 (b)] characterised the amenability of G in terms of the order
structure of J(G) or Ja(G) as follows: For a separable(that is, second countable), locally
compact group G, Ja(G) (or J{G)) has a unique maximal element if and only if G is
amenable. It was also shown that Jd{G) has a unique maximal element whenever G is a
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separable, amenable, locally compact group ([9, Proposition 1.3]). However the following
problem remained open ([9, Problem 6.1]: If G is a separable, locally compact group and
if Jd(G) has a unique maximal element, then is G amenable? In this note we resolve
this problem affirmatively. It is also shown that Jd{G) has uncountably many maximal
elements for some class of nonamenable groups.

Let L\{G) be the augmentation ideal of L1(G), that is

L\{G) = {/ G L\G) :
JG

It is well known that L\{G) coincides with the closed linear span of {/ — / * 8X :

f G L1(G),x G G}, where 6X denotes the point mass at x G G ([6, Section 1, Proposition
1] or [7, Proposition 3.6.11]). In the following, this fact will be used repeatedly.

The following theorem shows that the answer to Willis' problem is affirmative. Our
proof of the theorem also reproduces a result of Willis [9, Theorem 1.2 (b)].

THEOREM 1 . Let G be a separable, locally compact group and let X be one of

»7(G), j7k(G), and Jd(G). If X has a unique maximal element, then G is amenable.

PROOF: Assume that X has a unique maximal element, JM say. We claim that
/ - / * Sx € J» for each x G G and / G Ll{G). This is valid when X = J(G) or
X — Jd{G). In fact, since / — / * 6X G Jsx and every element of X is contained in a
maximal one ([9, Theorem 1.2(a)]), we have / - / * Sx G Jgx C J^. Now suppose that
X = Ja(G), and let {UA}ASA be a bounded approximate identity for L1(G) such that
ux G PM(G) for each A G A. (We may take a sequential bounded approximate identity
because of the separability of G.) Since / — / * ux * Sx G JUx*6x and ux * Sx G Ll(G), we
also have

f - f *Ux*Sx€ JUxmix C J^

for each A G A. Hence it follows from the closedness of J^ that

f - f*Sx = lim(/ - / * ux * 6X) G ./„,
A

as desired. Since Lj(G) is equal to the closed linear subspace generated by {/ — / * 5X :

f G Ll(G),x G G}, our claim implies that LQ(G) C J^. But the converse inclusion

relation is clear, and so we have Ll(G) = Ji»- Notice now that J^ has a bounded right

approximate identity. Indeed it is easy to verify that \ ux - ux * ( Y] u1) In \ is a
I V/rJ / ' J(A,n)€AxN

bounded right approximate identity for the left ideal J p whenever {UA}A€A be a bounded
approximate identity for L1(G). Thus Lj(G)(= J^) has a bounded right approximate
identity. Therefore we may apply a result of Reiter [5] to conclude that G is amenable. D

REMARKS 1. (1) Following [8] we say that \i G PM(G) is ergodic by convolutions if

lim | / * ( Z ) M * ) / " | | = 0 f°r all / G -Lj(G). Rosenblatt [8, Proposition 1.9] showed
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that if there exists a probability measure on a locally compact group G which is ergodic

by convolutions, then G is cr-compact and amenable. It is obvious that fi € PM(G) is

ergodic by convolutions if and only if L\{G) = J^. Recall also that if G is a a-compact

locally compact group, then every element in J{G) (or Ja(G)) is contained in a maximal

one (see [9]). These facts may be combined with [8, Proposition 1.9 and Theorem 1.10]

to show that the following conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent whenever G is a

a-compact locally compact group:

(i) G is amenable;

(ii) there exists an absolutely continuous probability measure on G which is

ergodic by convolutions;

(iii) J{G) (or Ja(G)) has a unique maximal element.

(2) The proof of Theorem 1 yields that if G is a separable, locally compact group,
then Jd{G) has a unique maximal element if and only if L\(G) G Jd{G). Thus it is
still true that if G is a separable, locally compact group, then the amenability of G is
equivalent to each of the following conditions (ii)' and (iii)':

(ii)' there exists a discrete probability measure on G which is ergodic by con-
volutions;

(iii)' Jd{G) has a unique maximal element.

The statement that Jd{G) has a unique maximal element does not necessarily imply the
separability of G. Indeed, let G be the Bohr compactification of Z. It is then easily shown
that G is a compact Abelian group which is not separable. Since G has a countable dense
subset (for example, the image of Z under the canonical continuous homomorphism of Z
to G), it follows from [8, Corollary 1.14] that LQ(G) e Jd(G). We can also obtain some
examples of cr-compact locally compact groups for which Lj(G) 0 Jd{G).

The argument used in Theorem 1 may be applied to show that there exist many max-
imal elements in J{G), Ja(G), and Jd{G) for some nonamenable groups. The following
result gives a partial improvement of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2 . Let G be a separable, connected, locally compact group which is
nonamenable. Then Jd{G) (or J{G)) has uncountably many maximal elements.

PROOF: We shall give the proof for Jd(G) only. The proof for J(G) is exactly the
same. Suppose that the set of maximal elements in Jd{G) has at most countably many
elements {•/,!„ }n^i- We shall prove that G is amenable. Now define

Hn = {xeG:JSl CJ^}

for each n. Then Hn is a closed subgroup of G. Indeed, Hn is closed because the mapping
a —»• / * 5a of G into Ll(G) is continuous for each / 6 Ll(G). That Hn is a subgroup of
G follows immediately from the relations

f - f *&zy = f - f *6X + {{f *8X) - (f *5X)* Sy}
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and
f-f*5,-i = -{(/ * St-i) - (f * 6x-i) * Sx},

where / G Ll(G) and x,y G G. Since every ideal in Jd{G) is contained in a maximal
element ([9, Theorem 1.2(a)]), we also have G = (J Hn. Thus Baire category theorem

implies that Hno is open for some n0. Noting now that G is connected, we have

G = Hno = {xeG:J6xCJllno}.

But then L\(G) = JMno, and so G is amenable, as desired. D

We can also prove the following result on cardinal numbers of the set of maximal

elements in Ja(G).

THEOREM 3 . Let G be a separable, connected, nonamenable locally compact
group. Then Ja{G) has infinitely many maximal elements.

P R O O F : Assume that the set of maximal elements in Ja{G) consists of finitely
many elements {J^}^- It will be shown that G is amenable. Choose and fix x £ G. Let

iun}neN D e a sequential bounded approximate identity for L1(G) such that un € PM(G)
for each n G N. Since un*6x G L1(G) for every n, JUn*5x Q J^in for some in (1 ̂  in ^ m)
([9, Theorem 1.2(a)]), and so we have

m

N = \J{n€N:JUn,5l CJW}.

Hence there exist some i (1 ^ i < m) and a subsequence {unie} of {un} such that

Jun *5. Q Jm for all k. Since lim ( / - / * un. * 5X) — f — f * 6X for each / G Ll(G), it
* k—»oo

follows from the closedness of J^ that Jgx C J w . Thus we conclude that
m

G = U{i6G:4CJw}.

Now the argument used in the proof of Theorem 2 may be applied to show that L\{G)
= J^ and hence G is amenable. D

REMARKS 2. (1) It is well known that SL(n,R) (n ̂  2) is a connected Lie group which
contains F 2 (the free group on two generators) as a discrete subgroup ([3, Proposition
3.2] or [4, Corollary 14.6]). Thus SL(n,R) is nonamenable, and so Theorem 2 implies
that J(SL(n, R)) and Jd(SL(n, R)) have uncountably many maximal elements. It also
follows from Theorem 3 that Ja(SL{n, R)) has infinitely many maximal elements. More
generally Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 may be applied to every noncompact, connected,
semisimple Lie group with finite centre (see [7, Theorem 8.7.6]).

(2) Both Theorem 2 for J(G) and Theorem 3 are also valid for all connected, non-
amenable locally compact groups. These may be shown by applying the theorem of
Kakutani and Kodaira which asserts that if G is a-compact, then it has a compact nor-
mal subgroup K such that G/K is separable (see [2] or [1, Theorem 8.7]).
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